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―１６７―
We discussed of the curriculum of the special needs school for the visually impaired based on ethno-
graphic research from a socio perspective. We analyzed educational practice and teacher’s role taking and
performance at the special needs school for the visually impaired. It is namely the elucidation of the proc-
ess through which the reality peculiar to the special needs school for the visually impaired is accomplished
as a reflexivity of definitions of situations and the categorization of the students. The reality of the special
needs school for the visually impaired accomplished in such a way ascribes virtuously specific predicate
acts to “a teacher of the special needs school for the visually impaired” category. And a career transition
by way of the occupation course in the special needs school for the visually impaired is rationalized as
the most proper course for the visual impaired students.
As a result, we proposed ‘absorptive function’ and ‘bouncy function’ at the special needs school for the
visually impaired.
Ultimately, we suggested the specialty of the teachers at the special needs school for the visually im-
paired to be trained in teacher training course.
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